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Data mining based on wavelet and decision tree
for rainfall-runoff simulation
Vahid Nourani, Ali Davanlou Tajbakhsh and Amir Molajou

ABSTRACT
This study introduced a new hybrid model (Wavelet-M5 model) which combines the wavelet
transforms and M5 model tree for rainfall-runoff modeling. For this purpose, the main time series were
decomposed to several sub-signals by the wavelet transform, at ﬁrst. Then, the obtained sub-time
series were imposed as input data to M5 model tree, and ﬁnally, the related linear regressions were
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presented by M5 model tree. This new technique was applied on the monthly time series of Sardrud
catchment and the results were also compared with other models like WANN and sole M5 model tree.
The results showed that the accuracy of the proposed model is better than the previous models and
also indicated the effect of data pre-processing on the performance of M5 model tree. The
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determination coefﬁcient of the training stage was 0.80 and improved 31% than the M5 model tree for
Sardrud catchment which is recognized as a normal watershed with a regular four seasons’ pattern.
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INTRODUCTION
The rainfall-runoff (r-r) process is one of the most important

Black box models have recently become a popular choice

components of water planning. The accurate simulation of

based on measured observations and search to characterize

the r-r process is a signiﬁcant step in water resources man-

the system response from those data using transfer functions

agement; therefore, reliable models are needed to model

(Liu & Todini ; Nayak et al. ; Wang et al. ;

the intended hydrological process (Wang et al. ).

Taormina et al. ; Danandeh Mehr et al. ). However,

R-R process is recognized as a complex system due to the

it should be also mentioned that the data-driven models

interaction of different spatio-temporal factors. Both knowl-

can forecast the future amounts of hydrological processes

edge-driven (physically based) and data-driven (system

under the situation of being trained and cannot be used for

theoretic) models can simulate the r-r process through differ-

extrapolation. Furthermore, the performance of data-driven

ent approaches. In practice, conceptual/physical-based

techniques is highly dependent on input/output dataset qual-

models require an enormous volume of environmental data

ity. Thus, if the data were noisy or the correlations were weak,

and calculations to inform a detailed interaction of various

the ability of generalization would decrease (Danandeh

physical processes controlling the hydrologic behavior of

Mehr et al. ; Fotovatikhah et al. ).

a system. When accurate predictions are more important

According to previous studies, the nature of the r-r

than understanding the physics due to the complex relation-

process is non-stationary and non-linear, so linear classic

ships among the inputs–outputs of the r-r process, it is

statistical models such as ARIMA (Auto Regressive Inte-

understood that data-driven (black box) models are reliable

grated Moving Average) or (S)ARIMAX ((Seasonal) Auto

alternatives for physical-based models (Nourani ).

Regressive Integrated Moving Average with eXogenous
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input) are not recommended, even though they have been

clustering method, tries to accumulate the most similar obser-

used before (Adamowski et al. ).

vations in each cluster (group). In other words, the

Nowadays, artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) or a hybrid

observations of each group are far from other groups (the

model like WANN, beneﬁting neural networks (the combi-

basis of division is minimizing the available entropy among

nation of wavelet (WT) transform and ANN), is one of the

the sub-groups’ data). As output, decision tree provides a suit-

most popular black box and non-linear models which has

able regression model for each group. In fact, decision tree

wide applications in different hydrological studies, including

has a position between linear and non-linear models (multi-

r-r modeling (Wu & Chau ; Chen et al. ).

linear models) by providing piecewise linear functions and

In spite of the wide utilization of ANN in r-r modeling,

beneﬁting from the advantages of linear models. It should

this algorithm may exhibit defects in dealing with non-

also be mentioned that the relationships presented by decision

stationary r-r signals. In this situation, spatial or temporal

tree are simpler and more understandable by unprofessional

pre-processing of data can be a necessary step to handle

users with regard to the complicated non-linear methods

the non-stationary problem. In this regard, the ability of

(Nourani & Molajou ; Nourani et al. ). M5 model

WT transform in decomposing non-stationary hydrological

tree is the most famous algorithm of decision tree which can

time series to sub-series by extracting useful information at

beneﬁt the characteristics of the classiﬁcation (or clustering)

different scales can be effective for interpreting hydrological

and the regression methods (Quinlan ).

phenomena (Nourani et al. a, b). Nourani et al.

Multiple studies have been carried out regarding the efﬁ-

(), in a review paper, investigated the capability of

ciency of M5 model tree in simulation of hydrological

hybrid WANN model in different hydrological ﬁelds in

processes. It was concluded that the accuracy of M5

both short- and long-term scales and perceived the good efﬁ-

model tree is comparable to the classic ANN model.

ciency of the WANN model due to the beneﬁt of multi-

Solomatine & Dulal () investigated the performance

resolution sub-time series as the ANN input data.

of M5 model tree in r-r transformation and found that M5

In spite of the reliable efﬁciency of the hybrid WANN

model tree had an excellent result in prediction. Solomatine

model, in r-r modeling, some deﬁciencies can be attributed

& Xue () also used M5 model tree in ﬂood forecasting

to WANN modeling. It is believed that the network can

problem and realized the good efﬁciency of this technique.

identify the important data; hence, the ANN users supply

Bhattacharya & Solomatine () applied M5 model tree

a large number of data as inputs. This can lead to sophisti-

and ANN to establish a relationship between water level

cated calculations, error, non-convergence, and over-

and discharge. It was concluded that ANN/M5 model tree

training. Further, ANN-based models are not clear and do

was superior to the traditional model. Pal & Deswal

not help users to understand the nature of the phenomenon.

() reported the much better accuracy of M5 model

The arbitrary nature of the internal representation means

tree in the case of daily reference evapotranspiration in com-

that there may be dramatic variations between networks of

parison with FAO-56 Penman–Monteith equation and the

identical architecture trained on the same data. Some endea-

calibrated Hargreaves–Samani relation. Londhe & Dixit

vors have been undertaken to replace understandable

() compared the results of M5 model tree and support

insights from the structure of neural networks, such as sal-

vector machine (SVM) technique in stream ﬂow forecasting

iency analysis or the methods of recovering rules to build

and reported the acceptable efﬁciency of M5 model tree.

ANN as the ‘appropriate’ technique that requires better
interpretability (Solomatine & Xue ).

In this study, as a novel strategy, a new Wavelet-M5 model
was introduced and applied to Sardrud watershed. The

Due to the scatter of input time series samples and the

efﬁciency of this technique was analyzed and compared to

mentioned WANN problems, input data classiﬁcation can be

the other models (WANN and sole M5 model tree). Also chal-

an appropriate tool for the reduction of chaos and complexity

lenged is the ability of sole M5 model tree as a pre-processing

of datasets (Danandeh Mehr et al. ). Decision tree is one of

tool and the effect of WT transform on the performance of

the efﬁcient tools of data mining in the classiﬁcation, cluster-

M5 model tree. It is expected that the accuracy of the

ing, and regression issues. Decision tree, as a hierarchical

proposed model will be improved due to the beneﬁt of the
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decomposed time series rather than the sole M5 model tree

is the main station of this watershed, which is located at geo-

(Nourani et al. a, b).

graphical length 46.26 and geographical width 37.85 . Its
elevation is 2,057 m above sea level. Figure 1 shows the
location of Sardrud catchment and Zinjenab station. The
monthly rainfall and runoff time series used is for 48 years

MATERIALS AND METHODS

(from 1966 until 2013, 576 months). It is noticeable that
the longer period of historical records are better for model-

Case study: Sardrud catchment

ing, but the historical records of 1966 to 2013 are used due
Sardrud catchment, located in East Azarbaijan Province in

to the quality and minimum gap (particularly as the longest

north-west Iran, is one of Lake Urmia’s watersheds. Zinjenab

available period). It should be noted that 75% of data (from
year 1966 to year 2000) were dedicated to the training and
the remainder (2000–2013) were used for veriﬁcation.
It is strongly recommended to normalize the dataset,
because the un-normalized data can have a negative effect
on the performance of ANN-based models (Nourani et al.
). The statistical characteristics of Sardrud r-r time
series are illustrated in Table 1. Also, the observed r-r time
series are provided graphically in Figure 2.
By glancing at Table 1, it can be inferred that the standard deviations of the rainfall are scattered more than the
runoff amounts. This indicates that the runoff data were
closer to the mean value with a little dispersion. The difference of the data dispersion beside the correlation coefﬁcient
values for the rainfall and runoff can justify the behavior of
Sardrud catchment as a normal watershed which experiences a regular precipitation pattern over a year and has a
well-dominated four seasons’ weather (Nourani ).
WT transform
The time-scale WT transform of a continuous time signal, x
(t), is deﬁned as (Nourani et al. ):

Figure 1

Table 1

|

|

1
T (a, b) ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
a

The location of Sardrud watershed (Zinjenab station).

þ∞
ð

∞

g




tb
x(t):dt
a

(1)

Statistics of the observed monthly time series for Sardrud watershed
Runoff time series (m3/s)

Rainfall time series (mm)
Study area/Dataset

Zinjenab

Training
Veriﬁcation

Max

Min

Mean

S.D.

Max

Min

Mean

S.D.

160.5
136

0
0

25.204
25.279

26.262
26.219

2.358
1.5

0.001
0.004

0.294
0.279

0.35
0.361

S.D., standard deviation.
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Observed r-r time series (1966–2013).

where a and b deﬁne the dilation factor and temporal
translation of the function g(t), which permits the study
of the signal around b,  corresponds to the complex
conjugate, and g(t) is known as the WT function or

have the form of (Nourani et al. ):


t  nb0 am
1
0
gm,n (t) ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g
am
am
0
0

(2)

mother WT.
The important feature of the WT transform, obtained

where a0, b0, m and n show the speciﬁed ﬁne dilation,

from the basic function, is providing a time-scale localiz-

location parameter, integers that control the WT dilation

ation of the process. This issue would be in contrast with

and translation, respectively. It is noticeable that where

the classical trigonometric functions of Fourier analysis.

a0 > 1, a0 is considered as 2 and where b0 > 0, b0 is usually

The WT transform seeks the connections between the

set as 1.

signal and WT function. This assessment is determined at
different scales of a and locally around the time of b. The
result shows a WT coefﬁcient (T (a,b)) contour map

M5 model tree

known as a scalogram.
In practice, dealing with a discrete time signal to pro2

M5 model tree, presented by Quinlan (), is a kind of

duce N coefﬁcients from a dataset of length N, based on

decision tree learning machine for regression model, mean-

the trapezoidal rule, using a logarithmically uniform spacing

ing that it is used to forecast amounts of numerical variables.

discretization of a with a correspondingly coarser resolution

It does not attribute a constant value to the terminal node

of the b locations, the discrete mother WT transform will

(leaf) but, instead, it ﬁts a multi-linear regression. The M5
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model tree is analogous to piecewise linear functions. The

outcome of a speciﬁc test. If the deviation sd(Ti) of target

M5 model tree can learn efﬁciently and can control tasks

values of cases in Ti is considered as a measure of error,

with very high dimensionality. This ability has developed

the expected reduction in error can be written as follows

the popularity of the M5 model tree and caused more

(Quinlan ):

usage in different ﬁelds of engineering. Also, the advantage
of M5 model tree over other previous linear models is that
model trees are generally much smaller than regression

SDR ¼ sd(T) 

X jTi j
jT j

sd(Ti )

(3)

trees and have proven more accurate in the tasks
investigated.

Then, M5 model tree will choose one that maximizes

M5 model tree partitions the data into a collection of set

this expected error reduction. It should be noted that the

T and the set T is either associated with a leaf, or some test is

WEKA data mining software was used to extract linear

chosen that splits T into sub-sets corresponding to the test

regressions (M5 model tree algorithm) in this study.

outcomes and the same process is applied recursively to
the sub-sets (Figure 3).
This process often produces over-elaborate structures,

WANN model

namely, over-ﬁtting, that must be pruned. Information
gain in M5 model tree is measured by reduction in stan-

The basis of WANN model is quite similar to the ANN

dard deviation before and after the test. The ﬁrst step is

model, with a little difference. As the ANN is made up

to compute the standard deviation of the obtained values

of three layers, the WANN also consists of a three-layer,

of cases in T. Unless T contains very few cases or their

training of error backpropagation algorithm. The input

values vary only slightly, T is split on the outcomes of a

of WANN model is the decomposed r-r time series into

test. Let Ti denote a subset of cases corresponding to ith

several sub-time series by WT transform. It should be

Figure 3

|

An example of tree-building process in M5 model trees, dividing the domain of X1 × X2 into six sub-domains.
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noticed that WT transform deals with sub-signals in differ-

by WT transform. Due to the relative relationship between

ent time scales. The approximation signal (Ia(t) or Qa(t)),

rainfall and runoff, it was assumed that both time series

known as a large-scale sub-signal, and the dith/djth

included the same frequencies, so both time series were

detailed signal (Idith(t) or Qdjth(t)) which states the short-

decomposed in the same level (Nourani et al. ).

scale sub-signals are the components of WT transform fol-

There would be many functions that can be related to

lowing the superposition principle (the combination of

the features of the main time series regarding the relation-

them sets the main signal) (Nourani et al. ). Different

ship that deﬁnes a WT function. According to previous

types of mother WT are utilized to handle the non-station-

studies, the db4 mother WT is more appropriate than

ary nature of hydrological time series due to the type of

other functions to simulate the r-r process since its form

studied process. According to previous studies, the db4

is more similar to the runoff signal and can capture the

mother WT beneﬁts from the adequate necessary par-

signal features appropriately (Nourani et al. ). Then,

ameters to decompose the runoff time series. Also, there

the obtained sub-time series are imposed as input data

are several jumps in the runoff time series because of

to the M5 model tree to be classiﬁed and simulated by

sudden start and cessation of rainfall over the watershed.

the linear regression.

Therefore, due to the formation of db4 WT that is similar
to the runoff signal, it can capture the signal features,

Efﬁciency criteria

especially peak points, efﬁciently and lead to comparatively good results. Due to proportional relationship

A model for forecasting hydro-environmental time series

between amount of rainfall and runoff, these signals

must be evaluated in both training and veriﬁcation phases.

were supposed to have the same seasonality level and

For this purpose, different statistics have been developed

both time series were decomposed by the same mother

and used in hydro-environmental issues. Legates &

WT (Nourani et al. ).

McCabe () showed that a hydro-environmental model
can be effectively assessed via root mean square error
(RMSE) and determination coefﬁcient (DC). RMSE and

Proposed hybrid methodology

DC are widely used to assess the performance of hydrological models (Sharghi et al. ):

The proposed hybrid Wavelet-M5 model combines the
features of WT transform, classiﬁcation (clustering), and
linear regression. The architecture of the proposed
model is based on linking the WT analysis to the treebased model (M5 model tree) for r-r modeling (see
Figure 4). For this purpose, at ﬁrst, the main time series
are decomposed to several multi-frequent sub-time series

Figure 4

|

The schematic structure of the proposed hybrid Wavelet-M5 model.
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ci , Qi are determination coefﬁwhere DC, RMSE, N, Qi , Q

For the WANN modeling, WT transform was linked to

cient, root mean square error, number of observations,

ANN to handle the non-stationary nature of r-r time series.

observed runoff data, calculated runoff values, and mean

The r-r time series were decomposed at level 4 into ﬁve

of observed runoff data, respectively.

sub-time series (one approximation and four detailed
sub-series) at the monthly time scales by ‘db4’ WT transform in order to consider the seasonal pattern of the
process (it is noticeable that the WT transform was used

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

to decompose r-r time series at level 4 in monthly modelThe inﬂuence of various factors, such as precipitation, eva-

ing since 24 ¼ 16 months mode is nearly one year which

potranspiration, vegetation, etc., are involved in the r-r

is the largest period in the hydrological process (Nourani

process and therefore selection of the most effective factors

et al. )). To access the best performance of ANN

as input variables is an important step for r-r modeling. Pre-

model

vious studies have shown that r-r process is known as a

scheme of back propagation algorithm was used to train

in

r-r

simulation,

the

Levenberg–Marquardt

Markovian or autoregressive process (Nourani ). There-

ANN due to its higher convergence rate (Chau ; Foto-

fore, it can be stated that the effect of mentioned factors can

vatikhah et al. ). Also, the sigmoid tangent activation

be considered by the antecedent runoff values indirectly.

function was used as the non-linear kernel of neural net-

Thus, the current runoff discharge would be a function of

works in this research (Nourani ). The network

antecedent rainfall up to time step m and runoff up to

training process was stopped when the error rate was

time step n values as (Sharghi et al. ):

increased in the veriﬁcation data. A noticeable issue, particularly in ANN/WANN modeling, which should be

Qt ¼ f(It1 , It2 , . . . , Itm , Qt1 , Qt2 , . . . , Qtn )

considered, is selecting suitable architecture of mentioned

(6)

models, i.e., the number of hidden neurons and the
number of iterations. The best elements were obtained

Since the effects of other antecedent rainfall amounts

by trial-and-error testing. It should be mentioned that the

could be implicitly considered in the previous runoff dis-

results of the best structures are presented in Table 2.

charges, Equation (6) can be summarized as (Sharghi et al.

The obtained results show the good efﬁciency of data

):

pre-processing on the raw input data (DCtraining ¼ 0.84

Qt ¼ f(It1 , Qt1 , Qt2 , Qt3 , . . . , Qtn )

and DCveriﬁcation ¼ 0.68, see Table 2).

(7)

After that, it was tried to use multi-linear technique to
evaluate the efﬁciency of the proposed model and the results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed hybrid

were compared to WANN as a benchmark model.

model, the monthly r-r time series were applied and the

M5 model tree was chosen due to its ability to deal with

obtained results were compared via the proposed and

quantitative values, classiﬁcation, and producing linear

benchmark models (WANN and M5 model tree).

regressions.

Table 2

|

Results of WANN, M5 model tree, and Wavelet-M5 models for Sardrud watershed
RMSE (m3/s)

DC
Inputs

Output

Model

Hn

Epoch

Train

Verify

Train

Verify

It, Qt

Qtþ1

WANN
M5
WT-M5

9
–
–

10
–
–

0.84
0.61
0.80

0.71
0.59
0.74

0.098
0.237
0.116

0.163
0.252
0.128

Hn, hidden neuron; WT-M5, Wavelet-M5.
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a simple linear or multi-linear model could be suitable for

able to the WANN model. This question asked was

r-r

simulation

whether the tree-based models are capable to be con-

approaches.

rather

than

the

complex

non-linear

sidered as a pre-processing tool or not. This idea was

The proximity of the DC in the training and veriﬁcation

formed to link WT transform to M5 model tree and evalu-

steps is another point of view. As the model becomes more

ate its performance.

complicated, the DC of the training step would become

Similar to the WANN model, the original r-r time series

better, while the DC of the veriﬁcation step would still be

were decomposed at level 4 into ﬁve sub-time series (one

low. Wavelet-M5 is not dependent on the number of data

approximation and four detailed sub-series) at the monthly

and is suitable for processes where a lot of historical data

time scales via ‘db4’ mother WT. Then the WT-based time

are not available. Since M5 model tree is the basis of the

series were applied as inputs to M5 model tree. As was

Wavelet-M5 model, all the positive features that are included

argued in the methodology, M5 model tree classiﬁes the

in M5 model tree, such as beneﬁting from an understandable

data samples by attributing a splitting criterion (standard

insight from its structure, prevention of the error magniﬁ-

deviation reduction) at the root node and branch, at ﬁrst.

cation, the applicability of the superposition principle, and

Following this, the sample set is divided into subsets again

similar performance in the training and veriﬁcation steps,

and the splitting criterion is computed recursively for each

are still true. These features could help the model to use a

branch. The generation of the branch is stopped when all

large number of input parameters without any change in

samples at a node have the same clustering attribute at

the model accuracy, unlike the WANN model.

any time. Finally, a linear regression model is ﬁtted on

In addition, the computed time series via WANN, M5

each subset of data samples. The results of Wavelet-M5

model tree, and Wavelet-M5 models versus the observed

model are reported in Table 2. Also, to provide a view for

time series and the scatter plots of the computed models

users, the linear regressions of Wavelet-M5 are presented in

versus the observed runoff for Sardrud catchment at the

the Appendix (available with the online version of this paper).

monthly scale are presented in Figure 5.

The positive effect of WT transform on the performance
of M5 model tree is the ﬁrst point that can be inferred
from Table 2 ((DCtrain/verify)WT-M5 > (DCtrain/verify)M5). The

CONCLUSIONS

accuracy of Wavelet-M5 model is improved 31% and 25%
compared to the M5 model tree in both training and

One of the most important features of black box models is

veriﬁcation stages, respectively. In other words, the M5

their dependency on the case study. Although the nature

model tree did not operate as a pre-processing tool

of the r-r process is non-linear and non-stationary, it is

individually.

expected that non-linear models would always respond

The results also show that the Wavelet-M5 model has a

better, but in some cases, the behavior of the catchment

reliable performance and it performs as well as WANN

has an approximate linear pattern (experiencing well-domi-

((DCtrain/verify)WT-M5 ≈ (DCtrain/verify)WANN). This can be jus-

nated seasonal weather), thus the linear models may be

tiﬁed by the fact that the non-linear nature of the

effective. Also, the non-linear nature of the phenomenon

phenomenon shows a suitable compatibility with the

can be simulated by the multi-linear model. It means instead

multi-linear model which is near and similar to its non-

of using the non-linear models, the multi-linear model can

linear instinct. From another perspective, the behavior of

simulate the study process and beneﬁt from similar accu-

the catchment and its impact on the performance of the

racy. Therefore, having a view about a watershed could

models can be investigated. If more detailed attention is

help hydrologists to choose a better model and not deal

paid to Sardrud, the watershed experiences a well-domi-

with the non-linear models. As a novel strategy, this study

nated seasonal weather pattern. This causes its behavior

introduced a new Wavelet-M5 model. It is a combination

to approach a semi-linear pattern. In this regard, it can be

of WT transform and M5 model tree, which has all their

said that for catchments with a regular four-season pattern,

advantages. It was used to decompose the raw r-r time
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Observed versus computed runoff: (a) detail and scatter plots at monthly time scale, (b) Wavelet-M5, (c) WANN, and (d) M5 model tree for Sardrud watershed.

series to several sub-time series (to eliminate the available

capability of the proposed hybrid Wavelet-M5 model is

trend by WT transform), classify the dataset, and ﬁt a

further compared with some conceptual models.

linear regression (it used multi-linear models instead of a
complex non-linear regression). The accuracy of WaveletM5 model is improved 31% and 25% compared to M5
model tree only in the training and veriﬁcation steps,
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